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Generally, much work has been done on the relationship between postoperative complications and malnutrition, and malnutrition is well known to contribute greatly to postoperative complications [1] [2] [3] . Radical surgeries, like pelvic exenteration, as a treatment method for recurrent or locally advanced rectal cancer can trigger more complications and cause more postoperative mortalities than common rectal cancer surgeries, like a low anterior resection. Thus, when performing such radical surgeries, the patients' systemic state will be an extremely important factor in determining the outcome. In this respect, if we can easily evaluate a patient's state before surgery based on his or her body mass index (BMI), that would be a good reference in considering surgical methods [4] .
There has not been yet much work on the relationship between patients' BMI or nutritional states and morbidities or mortalities after pelvic exoneration surgery. This may be because prospective work is difficult and the number of such patients is not great. Thus, this study seems to have great significance. Because pelvic exenteration surgery for recurrent or locally advanced rectal cancer is difficult to perform, it has not been widely performed in many institutions. As mentioned by the authors, the value of this study seems big regardless of its limitations. Prospective studies on more cases in the future will give a more accurate and precise answer to the question addressed in this study.
